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There is a growing literature reporting the extent of transaction costs for environmental policies. However
understanding why transaction costs occur and why they are small or large is also important for efficient
policy selection and evaluation. Following an analysis of the organisational economics literature and reports
of the extent of transaction costs for a number of environmental policies, three key influences to transaction
costs in environmental policies are identified. These are the following: 1) the characteristics of the
transaction for the environmental good; 2) the nature of the transactors; and 3) the current institutional
environment and arrangements. These affect transaction costs to the government and all other parties
influenced by a policy. Transaction costs occur due to actions of information collection and policy design,
policy enactment and establishment, implementation and contracting, administration and monitoring, and
enforcement. An interrogation of transaction cost influences reveals that: 1) the influence varies between
parties and is affected by the actions and interactions of and between all parties to a policy; 2) how
transaction costs are experienced varies across time; and 3) who experiences transaction costs depends on
the policy itself. Future policy selection and refinement will benefit from empirical analysis of the causes of
transaction costs.

Crown Copyright © 2010 Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Land use decisions by individual landholders respond to a variety
of incentives (Wills, 1997). Markets are the most widely used
mechanism for signalling incentives to individuals in western society.
Land owners are rewarded for land uses that produce marketable
outputs but not for the other socially valued products such as the
maintenance or enhancement of public goods (for example, environ-
mental quality). When the market fails to supply a good to the level
that is socially desirable, market failure is said to have occurred. It is at
this point that intervention by government or non-government
organisations to ensure the supply of public goods may be justified
(Murtough et al., 2002). Intervention can be through a number of
alternative policy instrument types: market based (including public
purchase such as a competitive tender or public facilitation of a
private market such as a cap and trade scheme), regulatory, or a
combination which also draws on partnerships and social networks
(Buitelaar, 2007). Each individual or package of policy instruments
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(hereon referred to as policies) provides a different level, mix and
distribution of benefits and costs which occur over varying spatial and
temporal scales.

A caveat on any form of intervention is that it must be efficient; that
the benefits are greater than the costs. Critical to calculations of net
benefit is the inclusion of the cost of the intervention and within this,
the inclusion of the transaction costs; the cost of resources to define,
establish, maintain and exchange property rights (McCann et al.,
2005).

The literature defining transaction costs is extensive (e.g. Cheung,
1969; Williamson, 1973, 1981, 1998; Dahlman, 1979; Barzel, 1985;
Stiglitz, 1986; North, 1990; Allen, 1991). There is also an extensive
literature that sets out frameworks for measuring transaction costs
broadly (Dahlman, 1979; Stiglitz, 1986) and for measuring the
transaction costs of environmental policies explicitly (Colby, 1990;
Howitt, 1994; Thompson, 1999) with the most comprehensive
measurement framework provided by McCann et al. (2005). There
is also a small but growing body of literature that report ex post
measures of transaction costs of environmental policy (McCann and
Easter, 2000; Howitt, 1994; Falconer et al., 2001; Falconer, 2000;
Falconer and Saunders, 2002; Vatn et al., 2002; Rorstad et al., 2007;
Kuperan et al., 2008; Mettepenningen et al., 2009).

What is missing in the current literature is an understanding and
rigorous analysis of what influences transaction costs to all parties
engaged in an environmental policy. That is, what influences
transaction costs throughout environmental policy development,
hts reserved.
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implementation and administration and what influences different
types of transaction costs to be large or small and distributed across
different parties. Without this information, policy decision makers
may be limited in their ability to make informed ex ante decisions
around policy selection, design and implementation frameworks for
their problem context. Furthermore, efforts to refine the design of a
policy for efficiency gains ex post are unguided (Falconer and Whitby,
1999; Falconer et al., 2001; McCann et al., 2005).

The objective of this paper is to address this gap in the literature
for the influences of transaction costs.3 This is done through a review
and synthesis of the current transaction cost literature. Two main
sources of information are utilised. The first is organisational
economics where transaction cost influences are discussed in the
context of selecting a governance structure for production coordina-
tion. The second is a compilation of studies that have measured the
transaction costs of various environmental policy instruments. By
drawing this literature together, a further contribution of this paper is
highlighting current knowledge gaps and areas for future research.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 a background to the
concept of transaction costs related to the supply of environmental
goods, and how transaction costs occur in the creation and use of an
environmental policy are provided. A discussion of measures of
transaction costs of environmental policy highlighting the gaps in this
current literature is also undertaken in Section 2. Section 3 contains
the review of the current literature on what influences transaction
costs. Section 3 also includes a discussion on how factors influence the
transaction costs of both the public and private parties to the
environmental policy. Section 3 concludes with a summary of
influences of transaction costs for environmental policy. Conclusions,
as well as discussion about further research, are provided in Section 4.

2. Background

2.1. What are transaction costs?

Transaction costs are the cost of resources used to define, establish,
maintain and transfer property rights (McCann et al., 2005). In
relation to the transfer of a product, transaction costs have been
defined as all the costs that are not directly related to the production
of that product (Lai, 1997; Nilsson and Sundqvist, 2007). Transaction
costs arise because of information uncertainty and as a result of the
actions that transactors must take to manage for this uncertainty.
Transaction cost generating actions include searching for contract
partners, gaining knowledge of materials and production, negotiating
and concluding contracts and monitoring and enforcing contracts
over time (Bromley, 1991; Kasper, 1998). Transaction costs typically
occur as goods and services, travel costs, labour and time expended in
a transaction. Matthews (1986) describes transaction costs as the
costs of arranging a contract ex ante and monitoring and enforcing
that contract ex post.

Institutions, the rules of behaviour which structure the economic,
social and political behaviour of people, reduce uncertainty surround-
ing interactions and thereby reduce transaction costs (North, 1990).
Institutions may be informal such as conventions, habits and social
norms or formal and based on legal character such as contracts
(North, 1990). Williamson (1998) describes these two levels of
institution as the institutional environment and arrangements. The
institutional environment is the legal, social and political rules that
determine the context in which economic activity takes place while
institutional arrangements are the governance structures which
structure transactor interaction (markets, regulation and hierarchies)
3 We note that understanding why transaction costs are distributed across different
parties to a policy is also significant to policy design and refinement. This issue is
touched on in this paper but is not addressed in detail.
(Williamson, 1990, 1998). Economists tend to take the institutional
environment as given (Williamson, 1998). Property rights are a
“subset of (formal) institutions for regulation of behaviour and social
interactions with respect to objects of value” Challen (2000:15).
Property rights reduce uncertainty and hence transaction costs in
interactions between agents (Furubotn and Richter, 2000: 2–3). The
definition and discussion of property rights vary across disciplines.
Barzel (1997) refers to the economic and legal definitions of property
rights. The former is a right which enables the right holder to enjoy a
piece of property or to consume a good or services from an asset
directly or indirectly through exchange. The latter is the protection of
the former from the state which is essential for individuals to realise
the economic benefits from assets (through enforcement). Others
(Commons, 1968; Bromley, 1989, 1991; Schalger and Ostrom, 1992)
note that the outcome of the property right allocation depends on the
specifications or the rules and entitlements that are related to the use
of the right. Schalger and Ostrom (1992) highlight that the benefit
stream accruing to a right holder depends on the package of access,
withdraw, management, exclusion and alienation rights held by
authorised users, claimants, proprietors and owners of a good. The
alienation component of the property right bundle enables complete
right ownership and then owners of rights to benefit from actual
exchange of the right consistent with property rights definitions such
as that of Barzel.4

2.2. Transaction costs and environmental goods

Regardless of which rights are held in the ‘bundle’, the extent of
the benefit stream associated with this bundle is affected by how
clearly the rules, responsibilities and entitlements surrounding these
rights are defined. For an authorised user with only access and
withdraw rights, benefit is eroded if there are high costs of collecting
information about when, where and how access and withdraw can
take place. For a right owner, the benefits of exchange are eroded if
there are high costs to define the good to be exchanged or there are
high costs for buyers and sellers to find each other. For many
environmental goods the bundles of rights surrounding management,
access and exchange are either non-existent or not well defined, this
is particularly the case surrounding the excludability component of
the right. Goods for which rights and duties, particularly around
excludability, are not well specified are considered to be some form of
public goods. The undersupply of these and/or the fact that there are
uncompensated costs for damage to these is discussed in terms of
externalities.

A pure public good is a good that is both non-exclusive and non-
rival (Ostrom and Ostrom, 1999). Non-exclusive means that the
exclusion part of the right bundle is not well specified and therefore
the costs incurred to prevent use by others far outweighs any gains
from this action. Non-rival means that consumption benefits enjoyed
by one person do not impinge on the benefits enjoyed by another and
thereby do not impact on another's willingness or ability to consume
(Weimer and Vining, 1992; Grafton et al., 2004). Non rivalry also
occurs for production whereby the marginal cost of the provision of a
good to an additional consumer is zero (Demsetz, 1970). Most public
goods are not pure public goods, the OECD (2001) classifies pure and
impure public goods into five categories depending on their degree of
excludability and rivalry. Regardless of the purity of the public good, if
it is too costly to exclude beneficiaries from the supply of a good it is
also impossible to extract a charge for the provision of this good. As a
result there are weak financial incentives for potential suppliers to
provide the good above the level of private benefit. Poor definition of
4 This is not suggesting that this is the only way that a right holder benefits from a
bundle of rights. See Schalger and Ostrom (1992) for an in depth discussion of the
implications for benefit of different bundles of rights.



Table 1
Categories and types of transaction costs and how they are experienced in the creation and use of an environmental policy.

Sources: Thompson, 1999; McCann and Easter, 1999; Falconer and Whitby, 1999; McCann et al., 2005; Buitelaar, 2007; Kuperan et al., 2008; Ofei Mensah, 2008.
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the package and allocation of property rights also means that the
transaction costs of signalling a positive or negative impact (external-
ities) fromthe supplyor undersupplyof a goodarehigh.As a result these
impacts are often uncompensated (Bromley, 1991; Challen, 2000).

When a good is supplied at a level considered to be less than
socially optimal, government intervention may be justified.5 Howev-
er, just as policy measures seek to reduce transaction costs in
management or exchange of environmental goods, the development,
implementation and administration of the policy also generates
transaction costs to both the public policy maker and to the private
parties affected by the policy (Whitten and Bennett, 2005). Govern-
ment intervention is only justifiable on efficiency grounds when the
benefits of the intervention are greater than the costs (including the
transaction costs).

2.3. Measures of environmental policy transaction costs

The literature contains numerous categorisations and typologies of
transaction costs in environmental policy. McCann et al. (2005) have
developed a broad framework for categorising and measuring
transaction costs. This framework follows Coase's (1960) recommen-
dation that a typology of transaction costs should be broad enough to
apply to market and non-market based policies and should be
developed to include all phases of exchange to all parties. In McCann
et al.'s framework, transaction costs are categorised into research and
information collection and analysis, policy enactment (development
of legislation), policy design and implementation, support and
administration, contracting, compliance monitoring and detection
and enforcement/prosecution. McCann et al. also highlight that policy
transactors experience transaction costs at the baseline (before policy
implementation), during development, early implementation, full
implementation, and in an ongoing basis throughout the life of an
established policy. McCann et al. highlight the importance of
5 This may be in the form of regulation or could be in the form of better assignment
of rights to common property resources as per Ostrom (1990) and Wills (1997).
capturing transaction costs in all policy stages to generate a complete
efficiency analysis. A summary of policy activities that generate
transaction costs, who experiences them and when from McCann
et al. (2005) and others is provided in Table 1.

Studies that measure the transaction costs of environmental
policies can be split into those that consider only the transaction
costs to the implementing agency, (the public cost), and those that
also or explicitly analyse the transaction costs experienced by the
private parties for whom the policy is developed to influence.

Studies that have looked at transaction costs to public parties
include McCann and Easter (2000), who report that transaction costs
to the public agency made up 38% of the total costs of the United
States program of technical assistance for agriculture; Howitt (1994)
who reports that transaction costs made up 8% of the water purchase
cost for the Californian water bank; and Falconer et al. (2001) who
found that public administration costs of Agri-Environmental
Schemes (AESs) across Europe was 102% of payments to landholders
initially (1992/93) but declined over time to 18% (1998/99). Falconer
(2000), Falconer and Saunders (2002), Vatn et al. (2002), Rorstad et
al. (2007), Kuperan et al. (2008) andMettepenningen et al. (2009) are
the only studies that include or explicitly analyse, the transaction
costs of an environmental policy to private parties. Across those that
included both public and private transaction costs, transaction costs
ranged from 21% to 50% of total policy costs. Mettepenningen et al.
(2009) explicitly look at private transaction costs of an AES and report
that on average these are 15% of the total cost of the policy.

There are even fewer studies that include any discussion about
what influences transaction costs to parties engaged in the environ-
mental policy (see Falconer et al., 2001; Vatn et al., 2002; Rorstad et
al., 2007; Nilsson, 2009; Mettepenningen and van Huylenbroeck,
2009). Understanding the influences of transaction costs informs both
the ex ante selection of a policy and ex post policy refinement.
Understanding the influences of transaction costs for environmental
policy builds on research into typologies and measures of transaction
costs (Thompson, 1999; McCann et al., 2005 and others) and is the
focus of the remainder of the paper.
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3. What influences transaction costs of environmental policy?

The objective in this section is to set out what influences
transaction costs to all parties engaged in an environmental policy
and to generate an understanding of what causes these transaction
costs to be high or low. We do this through an analysis of the
organisational economics literature and results from empirical
analyses.

3.1. Organisational economics

Organisational economics highlights the importance of transaction
costs when considering the governance structure of a firm as a means
of coordinating production related transactions compared to the neo-
classical emphasis on the firm as a production unit (Williamson,
1981). Transaction cost minimisation was used to explain how a firm
made decisions on the optimal coordination of production units
(Coase, 1960; Williamson, 1998). The governance structure is
theorised to influence the level and distribution of the transaction
costs in coordinating production activities (Falconer, 2002). Organisa-
tional economics uses transaction cost economics in normative
applications to identify the ‘best’ governance structure. That is, the
‘best’ governance structure for engaging in contracts is the one that
minimises the transaction costs of creating and enforcing contracts.
This is what Williamson (1975, 1981, 1985, 1999) refers to as
discriminating alignment. The transaction costs of contracting emerge
due to the characteristics of the transaction and the nature/behaviour
of transactors (Williamson, 1996, 1998).

3.1.1. The characteristics of the transaction as an influence of transaction
costs

Transaction characteristics that influence transaction costs are:
asset specificity; timing/frequency or duration of the transaction; and
uncertainty about the transaction (Williamson, 1998).

3.1.1.1. Asset specificity. Asset specificity is “specialised investment
that cannot be redeployed to alternative uses or by alternative users
without a loss in productive value” (Williamson, 1996:377). Asset
specificity results in non-standard contracting and therefore transac-
tion costs in exchange (Williamson, 1981). Asset specificity can be
related to the site of production (where the asset is located affects the
value of the transaction), be physically specific (specific inputs or
actions are required to deliver transaction value) or be related to the
labour (the specialised knowledge of the labour affects the transaction
value) (Williamson, 1981). All three types of asset specificity exist for
environmental goods.

The value of the transaction in an environmental good can be
heavily dependent on the site (site specific). For example, if the
objective of the transaction is to generate connected habitat,
transactions of sites with habitat close to another protected area are
likely to have higher habitat outcomes compared with a site situated
further away from another protected area. This is discussed in the
landscape ecology literature (see Hanski, 1994, 1999). Site specificity
generates transaction costs due to the need to develop non-standard
contracts and processes to achieve this connectivity and the
investment in information to develop these non-standard contracts.

The value of the transaction in an environmental good may also be
heavily dependent on the inputs (physically specific). In this case, the
actions to generate a transaction in an environmental good are not the
same for all sites and for all outcomes. For example, on-ground works
to generate habitat for a bird species will not be the same on all
properties. Further, inputs for bird habitat transactions will not
necessarily be transferable for the conservation of other species (for
example, to protect a legless lizard). The inputs to a transaction may
make a transaction very specific to one outcome and not easily
transferable to other transactions and other buyers. Once again, non-
standard contracts are required to achieve the outcome which
generates transaction costs higher than a standard contracting model.

Asset specificity also applies to the labour used in a transaction.
This is primarily through labour knowledge. To conduct a transaction
with an environmental good, a significant investment in knowledge
about the good and how to transact it is made. This investmentmay be
related to how to generate the good for a transaction (for example,
where is a good investment site and what do you have to do on your
land to generate the good to be transacted) or for how to conduct a
transaction. For many environmental good transactions this invest-
ment in knowledge is not transferable (non-standard) to other
transactions nor is knowledge gained in other transactions transfer-
able to this transaction. This is because transactions in other
environmental goods may need a different suite of knowledge about
the product (for example, how to generate water quality outcomes
will require different knowledge to habitat outcomes) or about the
market (transactions through a competitive tender requires a
different knowledge set to offset market transactions).

Asset specificity affects the transaction costs for both the public
and the private parties to a transaction in an environmental good via
activities such as information collection, implementation and con-
tracting, support and administration and monitoring (see Table 1).
Rorsted et al. (2007) suggests that asset specificity will influence
transaction costs primarily through information collection. Barzel
(1982) demonstrates how the transferability of knowledge affects
transaction costs. That is, the more transferable experience a buyer
has with a good the reduced need for rigorous measurement and the
lower the transaction costs of purchase.

It is likely that the degree to which asset specificity affects the
transaction costs of parties to an environmental policy is also
dependent on the actions of other parties. For example, if the policy
administrator invests in information collection and analysis and
distributes this information freely to private parties who are engaged
with the policy, the up-front and ongoing information collection and
analysis costs of the private parties may be reduced at the expense of
the public agency. Transaction costs may shift to the public policy
administrator if asset specificity results in the policy administrator
taking an ongoing role in policy interpretation for private parties and/or
information dissemination tasks to assist private parties engage with
the policy (Falconer, 2002). Interaction of actions and transaction costs
is not analysed extensively in the literature.

3.1.1.2. Frequency/timing of the transaction. Organisational economics
highlights that the number or frequency of the transactions also
affects the transaction costs. This is because many transactions are
recurring, particularlywhen the good being transacted is asset specific
(Williamson, 1981, 1985, 1996, 1998; Buitelaar, 2007) which is the
case for many environmental goods (Falconer, 2002). Organisational
economics suggests that when transactions between the same parties
are recurring, transaction costs across all transactions can be reduced
by designing a suitable contract (i.e so each transaction does not need
a new contract), this is particularly the case for large transactions of a
recurring nature (Williamson, 1981). More frequent or repeated
transactions between the same parties supported by a suitable
contract can reduce the marginal transaction costs due to reduced
efforts required in information collection and search costs for each
individual transaction (Mettepenningen and van Huylenbroeck, 2009;
Rorstad et al., 2007). Nilsson (2009) considered a learning effect
responsible for reduced marginal transaction cost in repeat transac-
tions over time.

3.1.1.3. Uncertainty surrounding the transaction. Mettepenningen and
van Huylenbroeck (2009) distil Williamson's (1985) discussion of
uncertainty to three components. The first is uncertainty of the future
state of nature—how do you know that an agreed set of actions will
result in the environmental outcome that you are aiming to provide or
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have contracted to provide. The second layer of uncertainty relates to
what a party may be contracted to do. This level of uncertainty
primarily relates to a lack of clarity of actions and procedures in a
contract. The final level of uncertainty is related to the behaviour of
the contracted parties. That is, how do you know that parties in the
contract will honour the contract? This relates to behavioural
uncertainty discussed in the next section of the paper with origins
from Hayek (1945) and Williamson (1975). Mettepenningen and van
Huylenbroeck (2009) limit their discussion to private parties;
however policy administrators will also experience uncertainty over
the state of nature and behaviour of contracted parties. Uncertainty
influences transaction costs particularly when the transactions are
asset specific. Transaction costs are likely to occur through reduced
trades or activities employed to overcome uncertainty and generate
trades (Williamson, 1985).

Uncertainty contributes to transaction costs through collection of
information about the best environmental actions given the
uncertainty of the outcome, and in clarifying and negotiating
contracts. The impact of uncertainty on transaction costs experi-
enced in policy instrument selection and design as well as policy
monitoring is extensively covered in the non point source water
pollution literature (Young andKarkoski, 2000; Brady, 2003; Goulder
and Parry, 2008; Dowd et al., 2008). Ducos et al. (2009) note that for
farmers participating in European AESs, uncertainty can generate
high information collection transaction costs but which can be
reduced through membership of a farmer organisation or engage-
ment with extension agents. Transaction costs are lower to private
parties when there is a specialist in information collection and
provision (Stavins, 1995). Membership of a farmer organisation may
also generate economies of scale for learning.

Uncertainty will also affect the transaction costs incurred in
monitoring and enforcing activities of all parties. The degree of
uncertainty is affected by how observable the desired actions or
outcomes are (for the administrator) and how costly it is for a policy
participant to demonstrate success. For example, removing and
planting trees are highly observable and demonstrable actions. Other
environmental actions have long time lags between the action and
the outcome (diffuse source water quality improvement, for
example) and are more costly to observe and demonstrate and
thereby are more costly to monitor and enforce (Falconer, 2002).
Vatn (2001) suggests that the transaction costs associated with low
observability can be managed through the development of measures
to be used as surrogates for the action or outcomewhich is difficult to
observe. Vatn warns that the development of these surrogates is not
free from transaction costs. The benefit of surrogate development
needs to be weighed against the cost of developing these.

3.1.2. The nature of transactors as an influence to transaction costs
According to organisational economics, there are two characteristics

of transactors that influence transaction costs. These are bounded
rationality of transactors and the incentive for transactors to be
opportunistic.

3.1.2.1. Bounded rationality. Bounded rationality acknowledges that
people are rational but with limits to their ability to foresee all
contingencies. That is, “boundedly rational agents experience limits in
formulating and solving complex problems and in processing
(receiving, storing, retrieving, and transmitting) information”
(Simon, 1957). Bounded rationality means that there will be time
and adjustment costs as transactors collect and analyse information
before, during and after transaction decisions are made. Bounded
rationality means that there will also be limits to a transactor's ability
to identify ‘efficient’ transactions. The transaction cost effect of
boundedly rational transactors is magnified when the transactions
or the good being transacted is complex such as the case with highly
asset specific goods.
Ducos et al. (2009) highlight that the education and the past
experience of all parties reduce bounded rationality and associated
information related transaction costs. Others, (Libecap, 1989; Challen,
2000) discuss the extent to which education and experience affects
bounded rationality and transaction costs in terms of path depen-
dency. Path dependence is a property of contingent, non reversible,
dynamic processes, including a wide array of processes that can
properly be described as evolutionary (David, 2007). If past actions
have resulted in parties with knowledge and experience relevant to
the policy or high social capital (i.e. parties trust one another and have
bridging and bonding social networks) associated with the objective,
it is likely that the transaction costs to all parties of the policy will be
lower (Black and Lynch, 2005; Hatfield-Dodds and Pearson, 2005).
Falconer et al. (2001) and Falconer (2002) note that past policy
experience will initially reduce information collection costs and then
reduce monitoring and enforcement costs throughout the life of the
policy.

3.1.2.2. Opportunism. Opportunism is described byWilliamson (1981)
to be when decisions are made with self interest and guile.
Opportunism may result in market participants providing false
information or withholding important market information from
othermarket participants (Falconer, 2002). When contracted actions
are not easily observable and there is high uncertainty about actions
and outcomes as these relate to the good, there is potential for
opportunism by transactors.

One way to overcome opportunism is to form more complete
contracts. However, more complete contracts are costly to develop,
incurring transaction costs through the information collection
requirements and through the time and other resources that these
contracts consume to negotiate and complete. If complete contracts
cannot be formed, increased monitoring of actions over time may be
the compensating measure. Transaction costs are then incurred
primarily by the contracting parties due to the time and effort
invested in developing, contracting for and conducting monitoring
and enforcement. The public policy administrator will also incur
increased monitoring transaction costs to overcome opportunism
through increased time and effort spent assisting in the forming of
monitoring programs (such as certifying them), auditing monitoring
programs and pursuing required enforcement processes.

3.2. Other influences of transaction costs

Organisational economics' normative use of transaction cost
economics does not result in a complete understanding of transaction
cost influences for an environmental policy (McCann et al., 2005).
Current institutional environment and arrangements and the choice
of policy relative to these and a number of additional transactor
characteristics also influence transaction costs. These are discussed in
this section.

3.2.1. Current institutions
North (1990), Vatn and Bromley (1994), McCann and Easter

(1999, 2000) and Challen (2000) identify the influence that the
current institutional environment, such as current property right
arrangements, and the institutional arrangements, such as gover-
nance, have on the transaction costs of a new policy. North (1990)
explicitly refers to these policy creation costs as transformation
costs and notes that because history matters it is desirable for
transformation costs to be included in any complete transaction cost
evaluation.

The current institutional environment can create or reduce
transaction costs of a new policy. If the environmental policy is
consistent with the current institutional environment then harnes-
sing current norms to support future policy operation, information
dissemination, monitoring and enforcement may reduce the public



6 The opposite is also true which could significantly increase public transaction
costs.

7 This is consistent with the broader literature on environmental policy selection
and design. That is, an environmental policy should be selected and designed
according to the ecological objectives and with an understanding of the social
characteristics of the stakeholders and broader institutions (Young et al., 1996;
Stoneham et al., 2000; Whitten et al., 2002; OECD, 2004; Pannell, 2008).
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transaction costs. This reduction is likely to occur due to reduced
information collection, legislative (policy enactment) and adminis-
trative activities. Aligning the policy with existing institutional
arrangements may also influence the information collection and
learning related transaction costs borne by private parties. Challen
(2000) highlights that past policieswhich privatised rights can create
very high transaction costs for a new policy if this policy seeks to
change these rights. Policy makers must be constantly considering
future policies and future transaction costs as they develop current
policies.

The institutional environment can also influence the type of
policies that can be considered for an environmental good. For
example, each level of government has defined limits to its powers
which influence the policy options available or practicable. The
current institutional environment can also limit the environmental
policies that can be applied by non-government entities or
independent government agencies such as regional management
boards.

Mettepenningen and van Huylenbroeck (2009) note that trans-
action costs of private parties will also be affected by the level of
centralisation of the governance structure. They suggest that the
more decentralised a policy is, the lower the private transaction costs
due to a reduction in paper work. Referring to the European AES,
Mettepenningen and van Huylenbroeck (2009) also note that
decentralisation can result in greater accuracy of payments to
outcomes and therefore also a better environmental outcome.
Falconer and Whitby (1999) discuss the potential for private party
cooperatives and collaborations to reduce the private transaction
costs in AES type schemes.

3.2.2. Additional characteristics of the transactors
Organisational economics only includes bounded rationality and

opportunism as transactor characteristics that influence transaction
costs. Morrison et al. (2008), Ducos et al. (2009), Mettepenningen and
van Huylenbroeck (2009) and Morrison (2009) highlight three
additional influences to transactor generated transaction costs: the
trust between parties; having a common understanding or ideology
between parties; and social connectedness.

Mettepenningen and van Huylenbroeck (2009) note that a
trusting relationship between the public and private parties to an
environmental policy ‘transaction’ reduces transaction costs in the
processes that lead up to the establishment of a contract as well as in
ongoing policy administration. This finding is supported by others
including Ducos et al. (2009), Morrison et al. (2008) and Ducos and
Dupraz (2006).

Mettepenningen and van Huylenbroeck (2009) suggest that a
common ideology across parties reduces the transaction costs of
interaction. Thismay be the case for the public party because there is a
reduced need for public control (North 1997) and reduced need for
the development and enforcement of complete contracts. Mettepen-
ningen and van Huylenbroeck (2009) highlight that this could also be
the case for private parties who may be more inclined to agree with
the terms of the contract thereby reducing search and negotiation
costs. Ducos et al. (2009) use farmer non-financial utility generated
from the environment as a way to measure the common ideology
between parties for AESs.

Morrison et al. (2008) highlight that participation in voluntary
policies is influenced by private party transaction costs which are
affected by the scheme design and the characteristics of the
transactors such as social connectedness. Social connectedness refers
to the connection of a party with other individuals and groups. Social
connectedness can reduce the information collection costs of the
private parties as they seek to learn about, adopt and adapt to a new
policy. Harnessing social connectedness can also reduce the transac-
tion costs of the policy administrator as adopters ‘market’ a policy to
other potential transactors and these potential transactors enter the
policy with a higher degree of initial trust in the policy (Morrison,
2009).6

Oates (1986), Libecap (1989), Williamson (1985, 1998), Milgrom
and Roberts (1992), Bromley (1991) and Falconer et al. (2001) all
discuss transactor characteristics such as: the number of participants
in an environmental policy (cumulative and new entries each year);
and the geographical characteristics of the transactors, as influential
to the transaction costs borne by the administrator of the policy. The
number of new participants impacts on the information dissemina-
tion costs to the public parties. The location of participants, new or
continuing, relative to the location of the policy administrator
influences the transaction costs experienced in policy implementation
andmonitoring. The number of newmanagement options and private
party knowledge about implementing these management options are
noted by Falconer et al. (2001) to be transactor characteristics that
influence transaction costs to private parties. Ducos et al. (2009) refer
to these costs as technology costs. Transaction costs of a new
technology will be experienced by private parties through informa-
tion collection activities and through investment in different
monitoring infrastructure and techniques. Public parties may also
incur transaction costs from a changed technology as they collect
information about the change and invest in new information and
technology to conduct monitoring and enforcement.
4. Conclusion

Studies that report the extent of transaction costs to all parties in
the creation and use of environmental policy instruments are limited
but increasing. Those that exist demonstrate that transaction costs can
be a large component of the total policy cost. Substantial effort has
been made to inform transaction cost analysis and develop methods
to increase the ability of the economics profession to measure
transaction costs and by doing this, to better include transaction
costs in policy instrument ex ante choice and ex post evaluation.

The importance of measuring transaction costs to better select,
understand and refine policy is supported in this paper. However, in
addition to generating an understanding of the magnitude of
transaction costs, an understanding of the influences of transaction
costs should also be improved if ex ante policy selection and ex post
policy evaluation is to achieve efficiency objectives. The literature
identifies three key influences of transaction costs in the creation and
use of an environmental policy. These are: the characteristics of the
transactions to take place; the nature of the transactors; and the
current institutional environment and arrangements.7 A summary of
these influences and their sub components is illustrated in Fig. 1.
These affect the transaction costs to public and private parties due to
their influence on activities such as information collection, policy
enactment, administration, contracting, monitoring and enforcement.

The analysis of the influences of transaction costs leads to a
number of conclusions. First, the significance of an influence to
transaction costs varies between public and private parties and is
affected by the actions and interactions between these two parties.
For example, the biophysical characteristics of the environmental
good and the nature of the transactors both have a bearing on the
information collection transaction costs of both parties. However
actions by one party, such as information collection and dissemination
can significantly reduce the extent that these affect transaction costs
for other parties.



Fig. 1. Influences of transaction costs and impact on gains from trade.
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Second, how transaction costs are experienced varies across time.
For example, transaction costs experienced in activities such as
information collection and information provision in initial policy
stages may reduce the policy transaction costs experienced in
ongoing policy operation in the future. These findings support
those of Falconer et al. (2001), McCann et al. (2005), and Kuperan et
al. (2008) with respect to transaction cost measurement. That is, the
costs to all parties need to be analysed throughout the life of the
policy to generate an accurate reflection of the total quantity and
distribution of transaction costs.

Finally, the significance of a transaction cost influence depends on
the policy instrument. For example, the influences of administration
and support transaction costs for a policy where the public is a
purchaser of environmental goods in a competitive tender will be
different to a policy where the public sets up a framework where
private transactors can trade environmental goods. The influences of
transaction costs will be different again when comparing market
based policy instruments with regulatory policy instruments. Policy
instrument selection would benefit from a better understanding of
measures and influences of transaction costs of different policies and
across different parties.

The review of the literature revealed a number of weaknesses in
understanding transaction costs of environmental policy. Not only is
there a limited literature on the influences of transaction costs of
environmental policy, there are also very few analyses of the extent of
transaction costs of policies tobothpublic andprivate parties.Measuring
transaction costs toprivate parties is ahigh (transaction) cost exercise in
itself, however without this information a complete understanding of
the net benefit (or otherwise) of a policy cannot be made. Furthermore,
questions surrounding the burden of transaction costs and the actions
that shift the burden between parties are not currently analysed. This
conclusion is particularly important given that there are tradeoffs to the
private party of reducing public transaction costs and vice versa. Finally,
most quantitative studies of transaction cost measures and influences
have been conducted on programs that have voluntary involvement
from private parties and with only one government ‘buyer’ of
environmental goods. To completely understand environmental policy
transaction costmeasures and the influences behind these, a transaction
cost analysis across the suite of available and potential policy
instruments is desirable.
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